Abstract. Discrete events systems (DES
Introduction
Discrete events systems (DES) are systems that interact with their environment by executing events. Here are some examples of DES: communication protocols (events: send message, receive message, . . . ), telephone systems (events: hang on, hang up, . . . ), mobile robot (events: start moving, stop, . . . ). Correctness of a Real-time DES (RT-DES) depends not only on how but also on when the RTDES interacts with its environment. Timed Automata (TA) [Alur and Dill, 1994] are convenient to describe RT-DES, but a TA has infinitely many states. An approach to give a finite representation of the state space of a TA, is to generate a region automaton (RA) [Alur et al., 1990] . The state space of a RA is finite but can suffer from state explosion [Alur et al., 1990] . To reduce such a state explosion, several minimization methods have been proposed to transform a TA into an automaton with much less states than the corresponding RA [Alur et al., 1992 , Yannakakis and Lee, 1993 , Kang and Lee, 1994 , Kang and Lee, 1996 , Tripakis and Yovine, 1995 , Alur, 1999 .
We propose a new method called SetExp for transforming a TA into a finite state automaton (FSA), called Set-Exp-Automaton (SEA), which uses two additional types of events: Set and Exp that model the setting and expiring of clocks, respectively. A TA and the corresponding SEA represent two different ways to specify the same order and timing constraints of events.
In comparison to other minimization methods, SetExp is well suited for conformance testing and supervisory control of RTDES 1 . Conformance testing aims at checking whether an implementation conforms to a specification [Tretmans, 1996] , and supervisory control aims at forcing an implementation to conform to a specification [Ramadge and Wonham, 1989] . The application of SetExp to conformance testing (resp., supervisory control) has been demonstrated in [Khoumsi, 2002a , Khoumsi et al., 2003 ] (resp., in [Khoumsi and Nourelfath, 2002, In this article, 2 X denotes the set of subsets of a set X (including the empty set).
Syntax of TA
A TA is defined by (L, A, C, T , l 0 ), where: L is a finite set of locations, l 0 is the initial location, A is a finite set of events (alphabet), C is a finite set of clocks, and T ⊆ L × A × L × 2 Φ C × 2 C is a transition relation. A transition of TA is thus defined by T = q; σ; r; G; Z , where: q and r are origin and destination locations, σ is an event, G is a finite subset of Φ C and is called guard of T , and Z is a subset of C and is called reset of T . Figure 1 illustrates this definition through an example. Locations are represented by nodes, and a transition Tr = q; σ; r; G; Z is represented by an arrow linking q to r and labelled by (σ; G; Z). An empty G or Z is represented by "-". 
Semantics of TA
Let us define the semantics of a TA A = (L, A, C, T , l 0 ). At time τ 0 = 0, A is at location l 0 with all clocks of C equal to 0. The transition Tr= q; σ; r; G; Z is enabled when q is the current location and all the clock constraints of the guard G (if any) evaluate to true; otherwise, Tr is disabled. From this location q, the event σ is executed only when Tr is enabled; and after the execution of σ, location r is reached and the clocks in Z are reset.
A timed sequence of a TA is a sequence "(e 1 , τ 1 ) · · · (e i , τ i ) · · ·", where e 1 , · · · , e i ∈ A, each τ i is the time of occurrence of e i , and 0 < τ 1 < · · · < τ i < · · ·. Now given a TA A, let us define the acceptance by A of a timed sequence λ = (e 1 , τ 1 )(e 2 , τ 2 ) · · ·. Let n be the length of λ (n can be infinite), and λ i = (e 1 , τ 1 ) · · · (e i , τ i ) be the prefix of λ of length i, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n (i is finite). λ is accepted by A iff :
• Either λ is the empty sequence λ 0 ;
• Or A has a sequence of length n of consecutive transitions 
Coming back to the example of Fig. 1 , the TA is initially in location l 0 ; it reaches l 1 at the occurrence of σ. From location l 1 , the TA reaches l 2 at the occurrence of µ. From location l 2 , the TA reaches l 0 at the occurrence of φ or ρ. Let δ u,v denote the delay between events u and v. We have:
The class of TA that we will consider obeys to the following hypothesis: 
Illustration of SetExp, Set-Exp-Automata (SEA) model
Recall that the aim of this paper is to present a method SetExp for transforming a TA into a finite state automaton, called Set-Exp-Automaton (SEA), which uses two additional types of events: Set and Exp that model the setting and expiring of clocks, respectively. A TA and the corresponding SEA represent two different ways to specify the same order and timing constraints of events. In this section, we first introduce the events Set and Exp, followed by a trivial example that illustrates SetExp. Then, we present the SEA model, followed by a running example of SetExp corresponding to the TA of Fig. 1. 
Events Set and Exp
An event Set(c i ; k ) means: clock c i is reset (to 0) and will expire when its value is equal to k. And Set(c i ;
means that c i is reset and will expire several times, when its value is equal to k 1 , k 2 , · · · , k p , respectively. We assume without loss of generality that
clock c i expires and its current value is k.
. When a Set(c i ; * ) occurs, then all expirations of c i which were foreseen before this Set(c i ; * ) are cancelled.
Trivial example of transformation
To explain the intuition of SetExp, let us consider the following two expressions. Expression 1: a task must be realized in less than two units of time. Expression 2: at the beginning of the task an alarm is programmed for occurring after two time units, and the task must be terminated before the alarm. It is clear that these two expressions define the same timing constraint. In this example, SetExp can be used to obtain the second expression from the first one. The programming of the alarm corresponds to a Set event, and the occurrence of the alarm corresponds to an Exp event.
Transitions of SEA
Let A be a TA and SetExp(A) be the corresponding SEA. In the following: σ denotes an event of the alphabet of the TA A, S (resp. E) denotes a set of Set (resp. Exp) events, and occurrence of S (resp. E) means the simultaneous occurrences of all the events in S (resp. E). Let us categorize the transitions of the SEA SetExp(A) into three types:
Type 1 : a transition labelled (E) represents the occurrence of E. Type 2 : a transition labelled (σ) or (σ, S): (σ) represents the occurrence of σ, and (σ, S)
represents the simultaneous occurrences of σ and S. A transition TR of Type 2 in the SEA SetExp(A) corresponds to a transition of A. Type 3 : a transition labelled (E, σ) or (E, σ, S): (E, σ) represents the simultaneous occurrences of E and σ, (E, σ, S) represents the simultaneous occurrences of E, σ and S. A transition TR of Type 3 in the SEA SetExp(A) corresponds to the simultaneous executions of E and a transition Tr of A.
Syntax and semantics of SEA
A SEA B is a particular FSA and its syntax can be simply defined by (Q, Γ, δ, q 0 ), where Q is a set of states, q 0 is the initial state, and Γ is an alphabet consisting of labels of transitions of types 1, 2 or 3. δ ⊆ Q × Γ × Q is a set of transitions.
Let a sequence denote a (finite or infinite) sequence "
From a behavioral point of view, let us define the semantics of a SEA B = (Q, Γ, δ, q 0 ) by the set of sequences accepted by B:
• A finite sequence µ n = E 1 · · · E n is accepted by B iff it labels a sequence of n consecutive transitions of B that starts in q 0 and terminates in a state with no outgoing transition of Type 1 or 3. Intuitively, B can execute µ n and then stops only if there is no expiration after µ n . This is so, because expirations cannot be delayed.
• An infinite sequence µ ∞ is accepted by B iff it labels a sequence of consecutive transitions of B that starts in q 0 .
We can now introduce the notion of Language of a SEA: 
Running example
For the TA A of Fig. 1 , we obtain the SEA SetExp(A) of Fig. 2 . We will explain in Sect. 5 how this SEA is computed. Transitions of type 1 are those labelled Exp(c 1 ; 1 ), Exp(c 1 ; 3 ), Exp(c 2 ; 2 ) and (Exp(c 1 ; 1 ), Exp(c 2 ; 2 )). Transitions of Type 2 are those labelled (σ, Set(c 1 ; 3 ), Set(c 2 ; 2 )), (µ, Set(c 1 ; 1 )), φ and ρ; they correspond to transitions Tr1, Tr2, Tr3, and Tr4, respectively, of the TA A of Fig. 1 
First step of SetExp
Here are some definitions and notations:
Definition 3 In a TA A: a path is a transition or sequence of consecutive transitions of A.

Definition 4 In a TA A: a transition T is said reachable from a transition T iff A contains a path T · · · T .
Remark 1 In Def. 3 the guards of transitions are not taken into account, and thus, a path can be unexecutable. Therefore in Def. 4, "reachability of transition" is actually an abuse of the language. We need this non-standard definition to define in a simple way Substep 1a (in Sect. 4.1).
Notations 1 In a TA A:
• T denotes the set of transitions that are reachable from a transition T .
• ℘ T →T denotes the set of paths between two transitions T and T , excluding T and T . That is, ℘ T →T contains every path T 1 · · · T m such that: the destination location of T is the origin location of T 1 , and the origin location of T is the destination location of T m .
• Z P is the set of clocks that are reset in a path P .
• Z T denotes the set of clocks that are reset in T .
• G T denotes the guard of T .
Since
Step 1 replaces the resets of transitions by Set events and rewrites the guards of transitions in the form of order constraints relatively to Exp events, we will use the following Notations 2:
Notations 2 For a transition T of a TA A:
• Z T is the set of Set events associated to T , and Z T (c i ) is the part of Z T using c i .
• G T is the rewritten guard associated to T , and G T (c i ) is the part of G T using c i .
Notations 3
In a formal expression: Symbol ":=" denotes an assignment; and Symbol ":" have two possible meanings:
• In a definition of a set, {A : B} denotes the set of A such that B is satisfied.
Example:
is set to zero ∀x > 3.
Substep 1a: replacing clock resets by Set events
In a TA, a clock c is reset with the objective to compare later its value to (at least) one constant, say k. The event Set(c; k ) is very convenient for that purpose, because it resets c and programs Exp(c; k ) which is a notification when c = k. The aim of Substep 1a is indeed to replace by Set(c i ; k ), each reset of c i if it is compared later to k before a subsequent reset. If for the same transition, we obtain several Set(c i ;
Without loss of generality, we consider that
Here is a formal definition of Substep 1a:
Substep 1b: rewriting the guards
If we apply Step 1 to the TA A of Fig 
Second step of SetExp
Step 2 transforms A = StepOne(A) into a SEA B = SetExp(A) = StepTwo(A ). B describes explicitly all the possible sequences of events, including Set and Exp events in addition to the events of the alphabet of A. Note that the set of current active clocks depends on the current time and on the history of the automaton up to the current time.
States of SEA
Definition 6 For a Set(c
, a Clock-Cond is an expression in one of the following three forms, for 1 ≤ u < p:
-if u > 1: the remaining values to which c i will expire after Exp(c i ; k u−1 ); 
which is in one of the following forms, considering that Set(c i ;
Note that c i is active in the three first cases, and inactive in the fourth case. Part 3 consists of zero or one ∆Clock-Cond ∆C q (c i , c j ) for each pair of clocks c i , c j ∈ C.
Notations 4 To recapitulate, a state q of B = SetExp(A) is defined by three parts, which we note
is an ExpSeq; and ∆C q is a set of ∆Clock-Conds.
The usefulness of the three parts can be explained as follows:
• The location L q is used to determine the transitions of A that are candidate in q, which are the outgoing transitions of L q in A.
• Clock-Conds of q are used to determine:
-the transitions of A that are enabled in q (among the candidate ones), and -the expected next expiration (if any) of each clock.
• ExpSeqs of q are used to determine the Clock-Conds and ExpSeqs of the state reached by each transition of A that is enabled in q.
• ∆Clock-Conds of q are used to determine the expirations (or set of simultaneous expirations) that can really occur at q, among the expected ones determined from Clock-Conds of q. Therefore when all the clocks are inactive, ∆Clock-Conds are irrelevant, and thus, Part 3 is empty.
When an expiration (or set of expirations) can occur in q, we obtain an enabled transition of type 1. When an event σ labelling a transition of A can occur in q, we obtain an enabled transition of type 2. And when expiration(s) and a σ can occur simultaneously, we obtain an enabled transition of type 3.
The state definition for the SEA of Fig. 2 is represented in Fig. 4 . ExpSeqs are empty, and thus not represented, because in every Set(c i ; * ), * consists of a single value. • First of all, we construct its initial state q 0 = l 0 , C 0 , − where: l 0 is the initial location of A , C 0 is the N c -tuple of pairs (0 < c i ; ), for i = 1, · · · , N c . "0 < c i " and are a Clock-Cond and an empty ExpSeq, respectively; they mean that c i has been reset and no expiration is expected, i.e., c i is initially inactive. There is no ∆Clock-Cond because all clocks are inactive.
• Then, we proceed iteratively as follows until no new state or transition is constructed: For every constructed state q, we determine every event or set of (simultaneous) events that can label a transition (of type 1, 2 or 3) enabled in q. And for every determined (enabled) label l, we construct: the state r reached by l from q, and the corresponding transition.
We see that this iterative process requires to determine if a label is enabled in a state, and to compute the state reached by an enabled label and the corresponding transition. Here are some related notations and definitions:
Notations 5 (OUT (l ), EXP (q), ) : 
For a location l of A (= StepOne(A)) , OUT (l ) denotes the set of labels of
Let q be a state of the SEA B = StepTwo(A ) and ∈ (2 EXP (q) × OUT (L q )) \ {(∅, )} be a label of a transition of type 1, 2 or 3.
Definition 9 is said to be enabled in q, which we note (q →)!, iff it is possible that at a same time in q, all the events of occur simultaneously before any other event.
Definition 10 Assuming (q →)!, we can define the state reached from q after the occurrence of , which we note (q →).
In Sect. 5.3, we explain in a formal way how to determine whether (q →)! and how to compute the state (q →). Subsection 5.3.1 (resp. 5.3.2) corresponds to the case where labels a transition of Type 1 (resp. Types 2 and 3). The reader who is not interested by these details, may directly go to Sect. 5.4 which presents in a formal way the iterative process of SEA construction.
Construction of states and transitions
From Sect. 3.3, a transition TR of B is labelled: E if TR is of Type 1, T if TR is of Type 2, and (E, T ) if TR is of Type 3; where T is in the form (σ) or (σ, S). Recall that if TR is of Type 2 or 3, then it has a corresponding transition in A (and A). The index T in T indicates that: T is the transition in A (and A) corresponding to TR, and T consists of σ and Set events (if any) that label T in A . The general form of a label of a transition TR of SEA can be written (E, T ) where: T = if TR is of Type 1, and E = ∅ if TR is of Type 2.
Notations 6 :
1. Let X be a system of linear equations and inequations using a set of variables 
Study of transitions labelled (E) (i.e., of Type 1)
Let q be a state of the SEA B = StepTwo(A ) and E be a set of expirations.
Let X be the following system of inequations (formally described as a set of inequations) where the variables are clocks:
The following lemma can be used to determine whether E is enabled in q. It states that E is enabled in q iff : each Exp(c i ; k ) ∈ E is the expected next expiration of c i , and X has nonnegative solutions.
When E is enabled in q (noted (q E →)!), let us express formally the procedure for computing the state r, noted (q E →), reached from q after the occurrence of E:
Let us give some explanations of the above computation of (q
Line 1 : r is initialized with q. Lines 2-4 : For each Exp(c i ; k ) ∈ E, the aim is to update C q (c i ) and K q (c i ). Line 2 : We consider the case where an Exp(c i ; k ) ∈ E is the last expected expiration of c i . The assignment models the fact that Exp(c i ; k ) has occurrred and that no other expiration of c i is foreseen. Line 5 : Let τ be the time of occurrence of E. For every Exp(c i ;
Since all the clocks increase at the same rate, 
we are in the case where the expirations of EXP (q) \ E occur after E. This case is possible because E is enabled in q. Therefore c j − k j < c i − k i at time τ . Since all the clocks increase at the same rate,
is also satisfied before and after τ . This ∆Clock-Cond is combined with ∆C q (c i , c j ).
by a more precise information. Line 8 : ∆C r is emptied when all the clocks are inactive, because in this case ∆Clock-Conds are irrelevant (and thus, useless).
Study of transitions of types 2 and 3
Let q be a state of the SEA B = SetExp(A) = StepTwo(A ), T consist of σ and Set events (if any) that label a transition T in A , and E be a set of expiration(s).
The following lemma can be used to determine whether T is enabled in q.
The following lemma can be used to determine whether (E, T ) (i.e., label of a transition of Type 3) is enabled in q:
Let TR be a transition labelled (E, T ) of Type 2 or 3 (E = ∅ if TR is of Type 2).
→ )!), let us express formally the procedure for computing the state r, denoted (q E, T → ), reached from q after the execution of TR:
/* Execution of Lines 1-7 of the procedure of Sect. 5.
/* Execution of Line 8 of the procedure of Sect. 5.3.1 */ Let us give some explanations of the above computation of (q
Lines 1 and 14 : The simultaneity of E and T is conceptually equivalent to the execution of E which is immediately followed by T . We first determine the intermediate (virtual) state v reached from q after the execution of E. We compute v by using (q E →) without its last Line 8. The latter is used at the end of (q E, T → ) (in Line 14) because it is used only to finalize the computation of a "real" state. The aim of Lines 1-13 is to determine the (real) state r reached from v after the execution of T . In (q E, T → ), v and r are indicated by the same variable r, because the intermediate state is directly modified for obtaining the final reached state. For the sake of clarity, in the following explanations, the two states are indicated differently by v and r. Lines 2-13 are executed only if T = , because when T = , the transition is of Type 1 and the reached state (q E →) is computed by Lines 1 and 14 (i.e., the procedure of Sect. 5.3.1). The following explanations assume T = . Line 2 : The location of the reached state is the destination location of T . Lines 3-13 : If T resets no clock, then T has no influence on the values of clocks and State r is determined by Lines 1, 2 and 14. The aim of Lines 3-13 is to compute the effect of the resets of T on r. Lines 3-11 : The aim is to compute the effect on r, of the reset of each clock. Line 4 : For every c i that is reset by T , we use a fictitious clock θ i that is equal to c i (before the reset of c i ) and that is not reset by T . Therefore, all the ∆Clock-Conds using c i that were satisfied before T , will continue to be satisfied after T if we replace c i by θ i . 
where the operator Ω: SEA→ SEA is defined by:
In the above expressions of δ i+1 and Γ i+1 , q −→ r denotes a transition from state q to state r which is labelled .
Lemma 4 Ω has a fixpoint that is obtained after a finite number of iterations. Formally:
The SEA B = StepTwo(A ) is indeed the fixpoint of Ω.
Correctness and properties of SetExp
Correctness
In this section, we present a theorem which states correctness of SetExp. iff: Intuitively, a TA A is equivalent to a SEA B iff the behaviors of A and B cannot be differentiated by an observer who does not see (or ignores) Set and Exp events.
Theorem 1 Every TA A is equivalent to its corresponding SEA SetExp(A).
Theorem 1 states correctness of SetExp and implies the possibility to transform a study of a system modelled by a TA A into a non-real-time form (i.e., SetExp(A)), and thus, we can adapt non-real-time methods of study. This idea has been used in conformance testing [Khoumsi, 2002a , Khoumsi et al., 2003 ] and supervisory control [Khoumsi and Nourelfath, 2002 , Khoumsi, 2002b , Khoumsi, 2004 . Therefore, this theorem confirms correctness of the methods in [Khoumsi, 2002a , Khoumsi et al., 2003 , Khoumsi and Nourelfath, 2002 , Khoumsi, 2002b , Khoumsi, 2004 .
Properties
Property 1 (General property) If in a TA, we multiply by the same value K all the constants used in the guards, the results of Steps 1 and 2 are not modified, modulo the multiplication by K of every constant used in a Set or Exp event.
Property 1 can be intuitively justified as follows: multiplying all the constants of guards by the same value is equivalent to changing the unit of time, which has no influence on the generation of Set and Exp events. Here is a mathematical justification: multiplying by the same value all the constants of guards, implies multiplying by the same value all the constants of the inequations (Clock-Conds, ∆Clock-Conds) defining the states of SEA, which has no influence on the solutions of these inequations.
Property 1 is interesting because: (i) state space in the obtained SEAs does not increase when we multiply by the same value all the constants used in the transitions' guards, and (ii) if SetExp has been applied to generate a SEA B from a TA A, we can deduce straightforwardly every SEA corresponding to any TA A that is similar to A modulo a multiplication of constant(s) used in guards.
We define now a more interesting property but that holds only for certain TA, for instance the TA of Fig. 1 , and we consider a class of TAs for which this property holds.
Property 2 (Property of a class of TA)
We consider a class of TAs such that for every TA A of this class: Property 2 holds for the TA of Figure 1 , that is, if we replace the three values 1, 2, 3 used in the guards of the transitions, by any other integer values k, m, n respectively, such that k < m < n, the results of Figures 3 and 4 are not modified, modulo the replacement of 1, 2, 3 by k, m, n in Set and Exp events. Note that we have studied several examples, and this property is satisfied in most of them.
Property 2 is more interesting than Property 1 because it does not restrict the modification of constants of guards by multiplying all of them by the same value. The determination of a class of TA in which Property 2 holds, is not trivial and we intend to study it in a near future.
Remark 2 (About Property 2)
In all the examples of TA we have studied, we note that, even for a TA where Property 2 does not hold, the state space of the corresponding SEA can change but its size does not increase significantly with the magnitudes of constants used in guards.
Properties 1 and 2, and Remark 2 show an advantage of using SEA instead of RA. In fact, contrary to RA, in practice the state space of SEA does not increase with the magnitudes of the constants used in timing constraints. We have used the term "in practice" because Remark 2 holds for all the examples we have studied, but we have no guarantee that it holds for every TA. We intend to study this aspect in a near future. Let us now give an upper bound of the number of states of a SEA B obtained from a TA A (i.e., B = SetExp(A)). Let k be the greatest constant used in timing constraints. For each clock c i , let us consider the distinct Set events associated to c i , and let p i,j be the number of constants in each of these Set events, for j = 1, · · ·. Let then p i = j=1,··· p i,j and p = max i=1,···,Nc p i . And recall that |L| and |C| are the numbers of locations and clocks of A, respectively.
Lemma 5 |L|p
|C| 2 k|C| 2 is an upper bound of the number of states of B.
Lemma 5 presents a coarse upper bound which is never reached. We intend in a near future to compute a more accurate upper bound.
Conclusion
We propose a method SetExp that transforms a TA A into an equivalent SEA B which uses two types of events: Set and Exp, in addition to the events of the TA. A and B are equivalent, in the sense that they specify the same order and timing constraints. Applicability of SetExp has been demonstrated in [Khoumsi, 2002a , Khoumsi et al., 2003 , Khoumsi and Nourelfath, 2002 , Khoumsi, 2002b , Khoumsi, 2004 , where SetExp is used as a black-box. In the present study, we show how SetExp can be realized.
In the near future, we intend to investigate the following issues:
• A software tool implementing SetExp has been recently realized. We intend to use this tool to implement a conformance testing method based on [Khoumsi et al., 2003 ] and a supervisory control method based on [Khoumsi, 2004] .
• In the architectures proposed in [Khoumsi, 2002a , Khoumsi et al., 2003 , Khoumsi and Nourelfath, 2002 , Khoumsi, 2002b , Khoumsi, 2004 , SetExp is applicable for centralized systems. It would be interesting to design a transformation applicable for distributed systems.
• The state space of SEA increases exponentially with the number of clocks, and in practice this state space does not increase significantly with the magnitudes of the constants used in timing constraints. It is interesting to quantify more rigorously how the state space increases with the magnitudes of constants. And it is also interesting to study more rigorously the complexity of SetExp in terms of memory and time that are necessary for the computation of SEA.
• Determination of a class of TA for which Property 2 is satisfied.
• For the sake of simplicity, we have considered only TA without invariants. We intend to develop an extension of SetExp supporting invariants.
